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OPEN YOUR MIND. CREATE SOME SPACE TO 

GROW 

 

We are not surprised when we see things 

respond to the law of gravity, we expect it. If we 

hold an object then let go of it, it doesn’t simply 

fall to the ground, it is pulled to it. What if we 

knew and understood other laws? 

 

Since the book “The Secret” came out Many of us have begun using the law of 

attraction, some of us use it and have become powerful at manifesting our desires, it’s 

amazing, isn’t it? It’s been working in the background the whole time. We have been 

taught and programmed all of our lives, so hence the results we get, the relationships 

we have, our attitude to money, it all gets rammed into your brain as a child and creates 

the paradigm or perspective we view the world from.  

 

MAKES SENSE DOESN’T IT.  

 

Then the awkward thing happens, you start to ask questions, not everything you have 

been taught seems right, some of it doesn’t even seem to make sense. It might be that 

you start waking up, and IF you do, an understanding of the laws that govern the 

universe, is a pretty handy tool, especially when it comes to navigating and mastering 

this new territory.  

 

I have spent the last 10 years looking into and trying to learn and interpret the laws, 

most of them come from an adaption of the hermetic laws (google it, “ain’t nobody got 

time” to explain all that too right now). I have tried to explain them in the way it was 

easiest for me to understand. After all it is essentially physics, and science can be 

complicated   
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The Law of Divine Oneness 

 
#weareallone  

 
Everything is connected to everything else. What we think, say, do and believe will 
have a corresponding effect on others and the universe around us. Some people talk 
about “source”, they are talking about the oneness, the universal power that connects 
us all, essentially, you are the source and you are a part of it too, so am I and so is 

everyone else.   
 
 
 
 
 

Law of Vibration 
 
#everythingisenergy  
 
Everything in the Universe moves, vibrates and travels in circular patterns, the same 
principles of vibration in the physical world apply to our thoughts, feelings, desires and 
wills in the Etheric world. Each sound, thing, and even thought has its own vibrational 
frequency, unique unto itself. We communicate with each-other consciously and 

subconsciously through our vibrations, we attract and repel through our vibrations.   
 

  
 

Law of Action 
#beadoer 
 
 Dream believe achieve is a wonderful sentiment, but from my experience the real 
magic starts when you take-action and start moving in the direction of your desire. The 
law of action must be used for us to manifest things on earth. We must engage in 
actions that supports our thoughts dreams, emotions and words. So, for example, as 
simply as I can put it, you can will it and wish it and dream and visualize, but if you 

want to increase your chances of winning the lottery, get up and at least buy a ticket.  
 
 
 
Law of Cause and Effect 

 
#sorrynotsorry  
 
Nothing happens by chance or outside the Universal Laws. Every Action (including 
thought) has a reaction or consequence "We reap what we sow". Everything 
happening is by design. Remember to consider how aligned your actions are with your 
values, if you act in a way that is true to yourself, the results of those actions will be 
positive. If you don’t, you get the opposite. So, you know what to do. And then, the law 

of compensation will ensure you are rewarded for your deeds.    



 

 

 
 
 

Law of Attraction 
 
#notwhatyouwantwhatyouare  
 
This law describes how we create the things, events and people that come into our 
lives. Our thoughts, feelings, words, and actions produce energies which, in turn 
attract like energies. Negative energies attract negative energies and positive energies 
attract positive energies. It is all about the vibration you’re on and the energy you emit, 

that’s why we don’t get what we want, we get what we are.  
 
 
 
 

 Law of Relativity 

 
#growthgamestrong  
 
We all encounter a series of problems (Tests of Initiation/Lessons) for the purpose of 
strengthening the light within. Every time we overcome an issue is it because we have 
worked on ourselves and have grown to find the solution. This law teaches us to put 
our issues in its proper perspective. No matter how bad we perceive our situation to 
be, there is always someone who is in a worse position. It’s all relative. If we didn’t 

have problems we could not experience empathy and help each-other.  

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Law of Polarity 
 
#killwithkindness  
 
when we talk about poles we talk about extreme ends. Loves polar opposite is hate, 
the opposite of dark is light. Get it, everything is on a continuum and has and opposite. 
We can suppress and transform undesirable thoughts by concentrating on the 
opposite pole. When your thoughts start to get negative we can drown them out with 
positive ones. Take control and change the frequency we are on. It is the law of mental 

vibrations.  
 

  
 

Law of Rhythm 
 



 

 

#quicktwostep  
 
Everything vibrates and moves to certain rhythms. These rhythms establish seasons, 
cycles, stages of development, and patterns. Even your own body sheds it’s skin every 
7 years, women menstruate monthly *rolls eyes hard*. The point is there are ups and 
downs all around us always. Each cycle reflects the regularity of the Universe. We 
don’t expect the sun not to rise in the morning, but sometimes we expect our 
circumstances or emotions not to change. The truth is, it has to, it is law. Light Warriors 
know how to rise above negative parts of a cycle by never getting too excited or 
allowing negative things to penetrate their consciousness. Stay in balance take the 

good with the bad, dance in the rain.  
 

  
 

Law of Gender 
 
#picksomeonewhocandoboth  
 
The law of gender manifests in all things as masculine and feminine. I am not, I repeat 
NOT talking about genitals. It is this law that governs what we know as creation. When 
we find the balance between ying and yang we find the way. We have to balance and 
understand our own masculine and feminine energy to grow and create. The law of 
gender manifests in the animal kingdom as sex. This law decrees everything in nature 
is both male and female including ourselves, especially ourselves, not in our physical 
form but in our energetic essence. Both are required for life to exist. The more you can 
be flexible in understanding and accepting the two, the more you can create. 
 
 

The Law of Perpetual Transmutation of Energy 
 
#youareyourpower 
 
 All of us have the power to change the conditions of our lives. Higher vibrations 
consume and transform lower ones; thus, each of us can change the energies in our 
lives by understanding the Universal Laws and applying the principles in such a way 

as to effect change. 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